Wood decks only look good and cost less for the first year.
Sure, wood decking can be less expensive to begin with. And, just
as you get used to the somewhat green tinge and profusion of knots,
wood decking starts showing its age. The warm color of wood fades
to a dull grey, until mold and mildew turn it green again. Splinters will
surface. Boards can warp, twist and sag.

Continuous Maintenance Adds Up
• Eats at your free time
• Runs up expenses
		 Power Washing, Sanding, Scraping,
		 Staining, and Replacing Twisted Boards

Composites and Capped Composites
are the original alternative to wood.
But the little bit of wood fiber inside them
has led to their downfall.
Composites and Capped Composites were intended to be the environmentally
friendly replacement for wood decking, but after a lot of the overpromising of
‘total maintenance freedom’, many shortcomings became evident.
• Mold & mildew attack the surfaces
		 Leave black streaks and spots
		 Almost impossible to remove
		 Can absorb moisture, causing planks to swell

• Colors can fade
• Easily stained
• Retains heat; hot to the touch
• Can deteriorate over time

Endeck PVC vs all others.
It takes a pretty thick skin to stand up to all the punishment
delivered to your deck.
With all the activity intended for your new deck, plus everything Mother Nature will
throw at it, you need a deck plank with a tough outer shell.

Endeck Employs a
Tougher Capstock
• Proprietary formulation
• Years of proven weatherability
• Consistent strength
and endurance
• No moisture penetration or
delamination
• Stain-resistant finish
• Excellent traction wet or dry
• Code approved
• Class-A flame spread

Introducing Endeck Forest™ Series.
Definitely a strong statement—
with a deeply embossed wood grain
and subtle variegated colors.

The deep, rich colors that run through Endeck Forest Series lend a natural beauty
that is only found on the most expensive, exotic hardwoods. Our process allows
for a consistent plank color from piece to piece, but the color variations are as random
as those found in nature.
And, even though the colors run dark, Endeck manufacturing technology allows the decking underfoot
to remain comfortable, and cooler to the touch—even on the hottest days.
Chestnut

Sequoia

Cedar

Colors shown are by the lithographic process and may vary slightly from actual product.

